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Squire Patton Boggs, Deloitte Legal and Ortego y Cameno Abogados have advised Silicius Real
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Estate SOCIMI on its debut on BME Growth, which started trading on BME Growth yesterday

The Board of Directors of BME Growth has
approved the listing of Solicius Real Estate
SOCIMI following a thorough review of all
the information presented by the company
and after the favourable assessment report
on its listing issued by the Coordination and
Admission Committee.

The company, which is the twelfth one to list on BME Growth in 2021, was scheduled to start trading
yesterday. The Board of Directors of the company has set a reference value for each of its shares of
€15.40, which brings the total value to €556.13 million.

The company’s ticker symbol will be “YSIL”. Its Registered Adviser is Renta 4 Corporate while Renta
4 Banco acts as Liquidity Provider.

Silicius Real Estate. Managed by Grupo Mazabi, owns a portfolio of 45 real estate assets, 42 of them
geographically distributed in Spain and 3 located in Europe. The Company's investment policy is
focused on diversified investments in office, logistics, residential, hotels, parks and shopping centre
assets located in prime areas of major cities in Spain.

The incorporation of Silicius to BME Growth is one of the most important milestones in the
company's growth process, and one of the most relevant incorporations to BME Growth post COVID.

Squire Patton Boggs advised Silicius on the coordination of all phases of the process of
incorporation into the BME Growth segment of BME MTF Equity. SPB´s team was led by Financial
Services of counsel Ana Bohórquez (pictured bottom left), who joined the firm in June.

Deloitte Legal advised Slicius on Tax and Legal matters with a team led by partner Jon Arrarte
(pictured top left) and director Íñigo Zumalabe (pictured top right).

On the other hand, Ortego y Cameno Abogados has provided legal advice to Silicius during the
process, taking part in all the Corporate operations prior to the mentioned debut. Ortego y Cameno
Abogados´ team was led by partner Luis Ortego Castañeda (pictured bottom right).

 


